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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let k be a field, A a finite dimensional k-algebra nd mod A the category 
of finite dimensional left A-modules. Almost s lit sequences in mod A can 
be constructed using the contravariant functors 
defined by D(X) = HomJX, k), dX= Hom,(X, A), and the existence of a 
homomorphism 
LX: D Hom,(X, Y) + Hom,( Y, D dX) 
which is an isomorphism if X is projective, See for example [IO, 1.31 or 
[9, 2b]. 
Let m-mod A and m* mod A be the categories of finitely 
k-linear, contravariant and convariant, respectively, functors fr 
to mod k. We will construct almost split sequences in m-m 
analogous contravariant functors 
D, d: m-mod A 2 m* KIO 
The existence of almost split sequences in m-mod A follows quickly from 
[4, 3.2; 61. However, we hope that our explicit co~str~ctiQ~s will 
interest. We conclude with some remarks on projective and injective 
presentations inm-mod A, following Cl]. 
For any category V and objects A, B of %T we enote the set of 
morphisms from A to B in %’ by (A, B). We denote the radical of any 
module, ring or functor X by rX 
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We set End A = (A, A) and Div A = (A, A)/r(A, A). If V is a vector space 
over k then DP’ denotes the k-dual of V. 
For general background on almost split sequences and the category 
nr-mod A we refer the reader to [2, 3, 5-8, lo]. 
2. DUALITIES 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let FE m-mod A. Then DF, dFE m” mod A are 
defined by 
for all XE mod A. 
(DF)X= D(FX) (1) 
(dW’= (F. ( , J’)) (2) 
If FE m” mod A, we may define DFE m-mod A by ( 1 ), but dF E m-mod A 
should be defined by 
(WY= (6 (X 1) (3) 
for all X~mod A. 
It is proved in [4, 2.31 that if FE m-mod A then DFE~O modA. We 
shall return to this point in Section 6. The functor d was first defined in 
[4. Sect. 61. 
2.2 LEMMA. (i) D is arz exact corztratlariant fu ctor taking projectives to
irljectires and conversely. 
(ii) d is a left exact contravariant functor taking projectives toprojec- 
tives. 
Proof. This is easy to see. Note that if F= ( , X) for X~mod A, 
(dF)Y= (( , X), ( , Y))z (X, Y) by Yoneda’s lemma, so that dFr (X, ). 
Similarly d(X, ) 2 ( , X). 
The following well known result, which is dual to Yoneda’s lemma, may 
be considered as giving an alternative definition of D dual to that of d. 
2.3. LEMMA. Let FE m-mod A and XE mod A. Then there is a 
k-isomorphism 
@: (DF)X+ (F, D(X, )) 
\,l?hich s natural in both F and X. 
Proof: If VEX we define fie(F,D(X, )) by /lI.(y)(f)=T((Ff)y) 
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for ali YE mod A, J’E FY and f~ (X, I’). Then I‘+ /I gives the required 
isomorphism. 
a=a(G,F):D(G,F)+(F.DdG) 
Proof: Let TE D(G, F). We define the corresponding <= x(T) E 
(F, D dG). Let XE mod A, SE FX and ,u E (6, ( , X)). For each 6.‘~ mod Ai 
define Ir E (GY, FY) by v).( ?:) = F(p J y))(x). 11 is straightSorward to %esi:< 
that I’ E(G, F). Now define <,uix) E D(G, ( . X) 1= (0 dG)X by 
Clearly t,v E(FX, (D dG)X). We show that < E (s’: D ci6). Let =r” Emod A 
and fE (x’. X). Consider 
Let 
Hence diagram (4) commutes and g E (F, D CC). 
Similar calculations, which we will leave to the reader, verify that E is 
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natural in both F and G. Now suppose that F is projective, so that 
F= ( , V) for I/E mod 4. Then 
(I!, Dfc) 2 (D dG)V by Yoneda’s lemma 
=WG ( , VI 
= D(G, F), 
and it is easy to verify that this isomorphism agrees with CC 
Finally, ifG = ( , V), 
WG, F) = D(( , V, F)) 
z D(FV) by Yoneda’s lemma 
z (F, D( V, )) by Lemma 2.3 
z (F, D dG), 
and again this isomorphism agrees with CY. 
3. ALMOST SPLIT SEQUENCES 
3.1. DEFINITION. An almost split sequence in m-mod 4 is a non split 
short exact sequence of functors 
such that 
(i) K and F are indecomposable; 
(ii) every morphism A --f F in r?z-mod 4 which is not a split 
epimorphism factors through fi; 
(iii) every morphism K--f A in m-mod /1 which is not a split 
monomorphism factors through y. 
3.2. We construct for every non projective indecomposable F in 
m-mod 4 an almost split sequence (5). Our construction parallels that of 
Gabriel for mod 4 in [lo, 1.31. We will need at times to work in the 
category M-m-mod 4 of contravariant functors from m-mod 4 to mod k. 
We will use the same notation as for m-mod 4, where appropriate. 
Thus if FE m-mod 4, ( , F) E M-m-mod (1 is a projective object and 
SF= ( , F)/r( , F) is a simple object. 
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Let F be a non projective indecomposable inril-mod /i and let 
G,-sG,a,F-9 
be minimal projective presentation for F. Then 
D(G,, )-D(G,, )-D(F, j-0 
is exact in M-nz-mod A. 
Choose 3 in D(F, F) so that F(I.1 f 0, T(P(& Fi) =O. Define 
r: ( , F) --) D(F: ) so that 5.J 1,) = .T. Then ker 7 = r( 1 Fj, so that we 
can write r = I :’ x’, where 1: SF -+ D(F, ), n: ( , F) -+ SF. Since i ) f) is 
projective we can find q3 E (F, D dC,) such that the diagram 
+ 
I”-’ 
O+-- D(F, ) tDiO. ’ D(G,) 
is commutative. Finally, by putting K= ker D d;-, and constructing the 
pullback 
D&T, Dd’ * D dGJ 
i 
y 
H IS. F 
(which can of course be done “pointwise”), we obtain the Auslander- 
Reiten--Gabriel diagram 
D(G,, ) - D(G,, ) - D(F, j + 0 
o-i,m- (,H) - (,F) -5 SF -0 
The exactness of the last line of (8) follows easiiy and gives a projective 
resolution fSF in M-rrz-mod -4. 
3.3. ~kEOREM. i%? sequence 
obrairtecf.from (8) is an almost split sequence in m-mod ‘4. 
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Prooj: Consider the exact sequence 
O+( ,K)+( ,H)-*( ,F)+SF+O (9) 
in M-m-mod A. Let X be an indecomposable inmod /1. Then L = ( , X) is 
indecomposable inm-mod n and L 2 F. Hence (SF)L = 0. Inserting L into 
(9) gives an exact sequence in mod k 
0 -+ (L, K) + (L, H) + (L, F) + (SF)L --) 0, 
that is, 
O-,KX+HX-*FX+O. 
Hence (5’) is exact. 
K is indecomposable. For suppose K = K’ 0 K”, where K’, K” # 0. As 
0 + ( , K) +D(G,, ) DC’3 4 D(G,, ) 
is an injective copresentation f r ( , K) we have that D(p, ) = (‘0 5” for 
some t’, i” with non zero domains. By Yoneda’s lemma this implies that 
p = p’@ p”, where G, = CL@ G:, G, = G; @ Gr, p’: G’, + Gb, p”: G; + Gl, 
and G’, .G; # 0. As F is indecomposable, p’, say, is surjective. But then (6) 
is not minimal? a contradiction. 
The remaining parts of the Theorem follow exactly as in [lo]. Crucially, 
End K is a local ring because K is finitely presented. 
The usual properties ofalmost split sequences with respect to irreducible 
maps may now be proven exactly as in [lo]. One may also define the 
Auslander-Reiten translation d by d(F) = K and, having defined the Ext 
functor as usual, show that 
Ext(G, dF) z D(F,), 
where (F,) denotes (F, G) factored by the space P(F, G) of morphisms 
from F to G factoring through a projective functor. Itthen follows that, if 
K = ,cy’( F),a short exact sequence 
corresponding toan element e of Ext(F, K) is an almost split sequence if 
and only if e lies in the socle of Ext(F, K) as an End K-End F bimodule. 
Since the minimal projective r solution (9) for SF is unique up to 
isomorphism it is easy to see that (5’) is up to isomorphism the only almost 
split sequence nding at F. 
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3.4. We now briefly describe the construction of an almost split sequence 
(5) beginning at K, a non injective indecomposable in rz-mod ‘4. Let 
be a minimal injective presentation of R Put Gi= &I,, i= 0, 1. We 
construct he diagram 
Here we choose 3 E D(K, K) so that F’( 
5 as before and write t = I 3 x, where ; 
Choose K E (Go, K) so that the diagram 
1 K) f 0, d(r(K. K)) = 0. Define 
:SK-+D(K. ), ??:I ,K)+SK. 
commutes. Then F= coker dDi. and the pushout 
Go- G, 
completes the diagram. The last line of diagrain (10) now giv-es the 
required almost split sequence (5). 
4. THE CHOICE OF tj 
4.1. Suppose as before that (6) is a minimal projective presentation for a 
non projective indecomposable F in nz-mod I!. We have C, = ( , Zri) for 
ViEmodd, i=O. 1, and p=( ,p) for PE(V~, C’O). Then Dric,~Dtb’~, 1 
and we identify these two. Also D L&I = D( p, ). Constructing the almost 
split sequence (5) involves constructing the diagram 
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O-K- D( V, ) w’, 1, D( V,, ) 
II I I 
6 (12) 
O-K- H H F -0 
where the right hand square is a pullback. We now explain how to choose 
4 E (F, D( V,, )). This 4 must be chosen so that diagram (7) commutes, i.e., 
so that 
D(cJ, ).cr-‘(Go, ).(,9)=~. 
Since D(G,, F) r D(FV,), by Yoneda’s lemma we need only check the 
commutativity of
(6 F) - (6 NV,, 1) 
I 
@ 
D(f’, 0 - D(FJ’,) 




Y- - l- 
for some l-e D( FVO). The morphism C: Go = ( , V,,) -+ F is determined by 
the element 
~=~vo(LiJ (13) 
of FVO. It is easy to see that under the map D(FV/,) --+ D(F, F), r is 
mapped to the element 
6 -+ mb&4) 
of D(F, F). Hence we must choose r so that 
r(6 cJo)) = ~(6) for all 6 E End F. 
Then 4 will be given by 
(14) 
(15) 
We can give a more convenient descriptioc of q5 and f: It is easv to see d 
from (6) that 
End Fs b/Im( I’,, r;), (it) 
where 
Denote by 8 the epimorphism from 6 to End P; resulting from Eq. (16j. 
From (6) we also obtain the exact sequence 
0 -+ (F, D( vo, )) + D( v,, b’(,) 4 Df vc, Vi). 
Hence, given -52 ED( VO, V,) such that 4%‘. i VO, p)=O, there is a x~ique 
q5 E(~7 D( V$, )) such that 4),,,(r) =42’. Further, let X~mo 
Then 
v = o,(h) = (Fh)P for some h ~5 (25, r’,,). 
It follows that for all f E (V,, X), 
dx(.~Kfj = 4,((~~bU~ 
= wli,, h) #,,(C)w-) 
= (42. (V3? h) ,(.,f”, 
= %(hfIfE. (1'7) 
4.2. Lmm.4. # can be chosen in D( Vo, k’,) in sxh a wc)~ rhot 
(i) ‘2t.(V*,p)=O, 
(ii) GP(fj=,T(8(fj)for aNf~&, 
(iii) ‘%(r End Vo) = 0. 
Then diagram (7) cntnmutes for rhe element I# of (F? D dGL?) = (F, D( Vop ‘1,) 
dejkd frorrl 4%blf Eq. (17). 
P~LMI$ Let 22 be the subring of d satisfying 
R/Im( VO, p) = r(d/Iml I,‘,. p Ii. 
Then clearly B n r End V0 z 8. Hene if we define 32’ on d by condition 
(ii) then G%‘(S) = 0 for all f’~ 2 and we can extend I? to a linear map GS 
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d + r End V,, by condition (iii). We can then extend 92 to an element of 
D( V,, VO). Condition (i) holds automatically. 
Now let 4 be the element of (F, D( I’,, )) defined from 92 by Eq. (17). 
Then using Eq. ( 15) we see that the corresponding r~ D(FV,) is given by 
U-ii-) = dv*(x)(: VJ for all ?c EFV,. 
We require r to satisfy (14). Let 6 = 0(f) E End F. 
We require F(6) = f-(6 V,(u)) = 4 ,,(6,(u))( 1 VO). 
Now 6 V,(u) = 6 VO~ ,,.& 1 V,,) = 0 c,0 . (I/,, fj( 1c’,) by the commutativity of
SO 
by the commutativity of
Hence S,,(u) = (Ff)o. (Note that this does not imply that S, = FJ) 
So we require 
F(6) = 4,(P%-b)(l VJ 
= e(f) by Eq. (17). 
But this is just condition (ii). 
4.3. We now carry out the dual of the above procedure; i.e., we show 
how to choose K E (G,, K) so that diagram (11) commutes. Recall that 
O-K&&AI, (18) 
is a minimal injective presentation of K. We can take 
Ii=D(V,, ),i=O, l,andp=D(p, )forpE(VO, V,). 
Then Gi = &II, r ( , V,), and we take this as equality. 
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We need only trace the path of lKe (K, Kj in the diagram 
wow 
for some d E D(( , VO), K) corresponding toI’m D(KV& 
Let XE mod /1, xE KX and .f’~ ( V,, X). Then 
by Lemma 2.3. Let K E (G,, K) = (( , VO), K) correspond to 11 EKVo. Thea 
BfbEEdK, 
Hence, giver! 2 (and hence given T by (20)) we must choose PE XV2 so 
that 
r(6,,(rj)=Y(.6) for all 6 E End R (2;1\ 
Then the corresponding K E (( , Vo), K) will make diagram ( 11) commute. 
Again we can give a more convenient description fK. First, it folows 
from ( 18 ) that 
where 
End KrB/Im(p, Vi), (22; 
B = {f~ End I/, /pf= gp for some gE End Vi}, 
Denote by 0 the epimorphism from 8 to End K resulting from Eq. (22L 
It follows from Eq. (20) that if 6 = 0(f), 
T((Kh) 6,r(x))=l-(K(lfif)x) 
for all XE mod LI, xE KX, h E ( Vo, X). Taking X= VC and /‘J = B ,b in this 
equation we obtain 
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From (18) we see that choosing UE KVO is equivalent to choosing 
J& E D( VO, V,) so that 9% a (p, VO) = 0. 
4.4. LEMMA. ~2 can be chosen in D(I/,, V,) so that 
(i) @a (p, VO)=O, 
(ii) Q(f) = s(e(f)) j%^or all f E I, 
(iii) %(r End VO) = 0. 
Then diagram (11) commutes for the element K of (( , V,,), K) derived 
from $2. 
ProoJ That 9% can be chosen to satisfy (i), (ii), and (iii) follows as in 
Lemma 4.2. Choose such a X! and let r and K be the corresponding 
elements of KVO and (( , VO), K), respectively. Then @ = I,. Hence for 
all f EEnd V,, 
Vf) = L~ww 
= ~((Kf)v) by WI. 
Let f~ B and 6 = 0(j) E End K. Then by (ii) and (23) we have 
Us,,) = r((Kf)u) 
=J?qf) 
= T(6). 
Hence Eq. (21) holds for all 6 E End K, as required. 
5. SOME SPECIAL CASES 
In this section we show how to derive some almost split sequences in 
m-mod n from almost split sequences in mod A, thus connecting the 
Auslander-Reiten quivers of m-mod n and mod A. 
5.1. THEOREM. Let 0 -+ U+p2 X+pL V --f 0 be an almost split sequence in 
mod A. Then there are almost split sequences in nz-mod A. 
(i) O+Dr(U, )-D((X, )/r(V, ))-+SV-+O, 
(ii) O-+SU-+( ,X)/r( , U)+r( , V)+O. 
Proof: Note that as 0 -+ (V, ) -+ (X, ) is exact we can consider ( V, ) 
as a subfunctor f (X, ). Similarly we can consider r( , U) as a subfunctor 
of ( 3 m. 
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We have an injective resolution 
of ST;. Hence the almost split sequence in nz-mod A begirming at St/ is 
obtained from the pushout diagram 
(,U)-( ,X)-F-+0 
lc 
1 1 /I 
O-4 su _f H -F-+0 
where F= coker ( , y2). Since ( ~ U) -+ ( , Xj -+ rf ) V) -+ 0 is exact we car, 
take F= r( , V). Using Lemma 4.4 one can easily see that K can be taken IG 
be any non zero morphism, so we choose it to be the natural epimor$Gsm. 
Now the pushout can be constructed as
since ( , p2) is a monomorphism. This proves (i). The proof of (ii) is dcai. 
5.2. COROLLARY. If Ci is an indecomposab!e non kjective module the?? 
r( Uy ) is indecomposable. Ij- V is an indecomposable non projective moa’de 
rhen r( ~ V) is indecomposable. 
Note that if V is projective, r( , V) z ( , rd’) is indecomposable if and 
only if rV is indecomposable. IfCT is injective, r(U, ) z (UiSoc Ul ) 1s 
indecomposable ifand only if U/Sot iJ is indecomposable. 
We show that the central terms of the almost split sequences (i) and (.ii) 
above are indecomposable. First we need an easy result on simple 
components of functors. 
5.3. LEMMA. Let UE mod A be irzdecomposab/e and /et FE .m-mod A. 
(i) Subfunctors of F isomorphic to SU are 3rz 1-1 correspondence ;~v’th 
minima! vigllt End U-subspaces 2 of FU such thct 9 c ker Ef for a:! 
.f~ r(X, r/j, a!/ XE mod A. 
(ii) Quotients C$ F isomorphic to SU are i?a l&l correspondeme il:ii:‘i 
ma.rimai right End U-subspaces 9 oj- FU sxh that fara FOG 9 j’& all 
fez a( U, X), all XE mod A. 
Proof ii) Let 6: SU+ F be a monomorphism and let 2’ = im ~5~;. Itis 
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easy to see that Y is an End U-subspace of FU. (As usual we define the 
right action of End U on 9 by I*g = (Fg(l)). Let X E mod ,4 and 
f~r(X, U). Then (SU)f=O, so Ffo6,,=6,z(SU)f=O. Hence 3~kkerFf. 
Conversely, let 9 be any End U subspace of FU contained in ker Ff for 
ail fe r(X, U), all XE mod /i. Choose 24 E 9, u # 0 and define p: ( , 0’) --f F
by fiL.( 1 L!) = u. Then im bu c Y and, as r( , U) c ker fl, we can define from 
p a monomorphism 6: SU + F. This now proves (i). Part (ii) follows 
similarly. 
5.4. LEMMA. In the situation of Theorem 5.1, if U is non projective then 
the functor ( , X)/r( , U) . 1s indecomposable. If V is non injective then the 
fzmctor D( (X, )/r( I’, )) is indecomposable. 
Proof. Let X* = ( , X)/r( , U). For each indecomposable component F 
of X*, there will be an irreducible morphism from SU to F. Hence it 
suffices to show that X* has a unique subfunctor isomorphic to SU. Now 
the monomorphism 
( ,p*):( ,U)+( 3X) 
induces a monomorphism 
6:SU=( , U)/r( , U)+X*. 
We show that im 6 is the only subfunctor f X* isomorphic to SU. 
Let 3 be an End U subspace of X*U contained in ker X*f for all 
fEr(M, U), all MEmodn. Let ~E(U,X) and h=h+p,or(U, U)eX*U. 
Let f~ r(M: U). Then 
W*f )(h) = hf + p20r(M, U) 
=Oohf =p2f’ for some f’ E r(M, U). 
If U is non projective, w  can take f as the natural map from a projective 
cover M onto U. Hence h = p2h, for some h, E (U, U). Thus, h E im 6, and 
so 9 G im 6 u. This proves the result for X*, and the other result is dual. 
There are examples to show that, if U is projective, X* may not be 
indecomposable. 
5.5. THEOREM. Let U be a nonprojective and non injective indecom- 
posable module, and let 
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be a/most spiit sequences in mod A. Tlze?? there is m ahst spiit seqwnce 21 
m-mod A 
O+D((Y, )i;r(U, ))-+N-b( .X),‘r( ,Ul-+O. 
for a fhnctor H, gitlen by a pull back 
Pro?f: It is clear that X* = ( , X),!r( , U) is not projective. The exsict 
sequences 
and 
Lead to a minimal projective presentation 
f .P3P2) (,Y)- ( , X) -+ x* --f 0, 
Now (y,p,. j= (p3, )(pz, ): (X, )-+ (Y, ). Here (p3* ) is a monomor- 
phism and im( pz7 ) = r( U, ). Hence 
(X, )-+(Y% )p(Y. f,!r(i/: )-+O 
is exact. Therefore the almost split sequence nding at X” is obtaiaed from 
the pullback 
O- D(Y, ),‘r(U, )) - H --+ X* -0 
Now as there is an irreducible map from SU to X*, H must have a direct 
summand isomorphic to SU. Hence we can write H = H, 0 SU for some 
functor H,. The pullback diagram for H, follows from that for H, bearing 
in mind that 4: X* -+ D(X, ) vanishes on SUz 2’” and 
X*ISU= ( , X)!( , U) g r( , V) 
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We can in fact show that H has a unique direct summand isomorphic to 
SU by showing that D( Y, ) has no subfunctor isomorphic to SU. For let 
9’ be a nonzero End U subspace of D( Y, U) contained in ker D( Y, f) for 
all f~ r(M, U), all ME mod A. Let re 2, f # 0. Then r(g) # 0 for some 
g E ( Y, U) = r( Y, U). Now g = p3h for some h E ( Y, Y). But 
so re ker D( Y, p3), contradiction. 
The following result completes the list of almost split sequences in 
m-mod A beginning or ending at a simple functor. 
5.6. THEOREM. (i) Let V be an indecomposable injective module in 
mod A with simple socle W. Then there is an almost split sequence 
O+SV+coker(r( , V)+( , V/W))+Ext( , W)-+O 
in m-mod A, where the morphism to ( , V/U’) is induced by the natural map 
L’+ v/w. 
(ii) Let V be an indecomposable projective module in mod A with 
simple head W. Then there is an almost split sequence 
0 --f D Ext( W, ) + D coker(r( V, ) + (rV, )) + SV-+ 0 
in m-mod A, where the morphism r( V, ) + (r V, ) is induced by the natural 
map r V + V. 
ProoJ (i) Since V is injective, r( V, ) G (V/W, ). Therefore 
(V/W, )-(V, )+TV+O 
is exact, where TV is the covariant simple functor corresponding to V. 
Hence 
O+SV-+D(V, )+D(V/W, ) 
is exact. Now we have an exact sequence 
O+( , W)-( , V)+( , V/W)+Ext( , W)+O, 
SO the almost split sequence beginning at SV is obtained from the pushout 
diagram 
( , V) - ( , J’/‘W) - Ext( , W) 
o- sv- H----+Ext( , W)- 0 
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Since K is an epimorphism with kernel r( , ‘i, 
H=coker(r( , I/)-+ {‘> yiyi), 
Part (ii) is similar. 
6. THE DUAL OF A PRESENTATION 
In the construction fan almost split sequence 
O+K-+H-+F-+O, 
we begin, with a minimal projective presentation for F, and obtain a 
minimal injective presentation for K. In order to calculate he Auslander- 
eiten quiver of m-mod tl we may need to construct a chain of almost spli: 
sequences. Itis therefore ofinterest tosee how, given a projective preser- 
tation of F in Hz-mod n, we can obtain an injective presentation ofF (or 
equivalently a projective presentation of DF in it?’ mod n ). The remarks we 
make here are partly adapted from Cl, 3.21. 
First of all, let V be an abelian category and let P be a fklll additive 
subcategory of % consisting of projective objects. Let P(g) be the 
coliection of objects C in 59 having presentations 
P, Q E 3. Suppose that 3 is closed under taking ierneis. 
6.1. EEMMA (Auslander, [l, 3.21). Let CT C’E.Y(%) and /et K=ker g: 
c -+ C’. Ler 
be a conmutative diagram with exact rmls, hith P: , P’. Q’cP. T/zeta 
KE 9p(% j, and in ,fact here is a presentation 
ker r’@ P -L ker[q, r’] -% k’b 0. 
(Here [q r’]: Q @ P’ + Q’. We can take o! = [y ;‘] and fl= [s 81.1 
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6.2. LEMMA. Let 
(P, ) cc ‘QQ, )A F-0 
I (P. ) I (% ) I f 
(p’, ) (“, ), (Q’, )L F’- 0 
be a commutatioe diagram with exact rows in m” mod A. Let E = ker f: Then 
E has a projective presentation 
(W, I-(W )-,E-+O, 
where 
CV’ = coker Y’ @ P, 
W=coker : : Q’-Q@P’. H 
Proqf We are in the situation fLemma 6.1, with % = m” mod A and 
.9 the functors of form (M, ) for ME mod A. 9 is closed under taking 
kernels, for if (g, ): (M, ) + (N, ), ker( g, ) 1: (coker g, ). 
Lemma 6.2. Now follows immediately from Lemma 6.1. 
The morphisms a and 0 may be described asfollows. Ift” E P’, write [tl’] 
for the corresponding element of coker r’. If (u, ~1’) E Q 0 P’, write [u, v’] 
for the corresponding element of coker [s]. Then 
where a E (IV, IV’) and 
a([u, 0’1) = ([u’], -r(u)+ ~(0’)). 
Let I? E(Q, W) be defined by h(u) = [u, 01. Then fl is determined by 
6.3. Suppose now that Fern-mod A has a projective presentation 
( ,V) (%( ,V)-F-O 
and we wish to find an injective presentation for F. Since 
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is exact, DF zz ker D(h, ) and we can apply Lemma 6.2: Form in mod .)f 
the commutative diagram with exact rows 
where 1, J. I’ and J’ are injective. Apply the functor &? to ge: 
where Q = dDI, P = dDJ, Q’ = dDI’, and P’ = dDJ’. Then the commutat:s:e 
diagram 
ip, )-(a 1 
I I 
D( ,J)-D( ,I) - D( (r)-O 
D( ,J’)-D( ,I’)-D( , q-0 
where rhe middle rows are exact and the vertical ~somorphisms are 
instances ofthe Nakayama isomorphism [IO, 1.31 shows t 
position to apply Lemma 6.2 to DF. We obtain an exact sequence 
in d mod A. or 
in m-mod -4, where 
R’= coker ‘4 
1 I’ 
W’ = coker r’ 0 P. 
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Here Dee = D(a, ) is defined as in 6.2, while Dfl is determined by the 
element I- of D( W, V) which is the image of the map k: u -+ [II, 0] under 
the sequence of natural maps 
(Q, W) -+ D( W, I) + D( W, V). 
Let VE mod /i and let 
P&Q-V-O 
be the start of a minimal projective presentation for V. Recall that the 
Auslander-Reiten transpose of V is defined (up to isomorphism) by 
Tr V= coker u’p. 
6.4. THEOREM. Let FE r?r-mod A have minimal projective r solutiorl 
O+( , y”)+( , y’)+( ) V)+F*O. (25) 
Then F has an injectiue r solution 
O+F-+D(TrDV”@R, )+D(TrDV’@P, )-+D(TrDV, )+O, (26) 
where P and R are projective modules in mod A. 
Proo$ We use the notations of 6.2 and 6.3, but now we require that in 
diagram (24) we have minimal injective presentations f V and v’. Clearly 
W’ z Tr DV’ OP. Moreover, V” 1: ker h, so 
is exact. Since 
Q@P’+Q’+ W-+0 
is exact, it follows that 
for some projective module R. 
Let w:’ = coker a, where c( = (a, ), a E ( W, W’). Then we have an injec- 
tive resolution for F: 
O-tF-+D(TrDV”@R, )-+D(TrDV’@P, )-+D(W”, )+O. 
It remains to show that W” E Tr DV= coker r. 
Write a = [:I, where b : W--f coker r’ is defined by b( [tl, u’] )= [u’] and 
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c: bt’+P is defined by c( [c, a’]) = -r(c) + p(c’). Since b is an 
epimorphism, I+” = im a + P and 
coker a r P/P n im n = P/c(ker bf, 
Now [P, r’] E ker b if and only if c’ E im Y’, and 
c([c, V’CU’)]) = -Y(C) + pq!“) 
= -r(c) + q(c’), 
Hence c(~ker b)= im r and coker a z coker P as required, 
6.5. Note that the projective module R in (ZS) cannot generaliy be 
eliminated. For if F is a subfunctor f a projective functor: v” in (25) wiil 
be zero and so R in (26) cannot be zero unless F is the zero functor. 
Further note that if (25) is a nonminimal resolution of F then the 
resolution (26) should be modified by adding a projective module to 
Tr D PY 
6.6. Suppose on the other hand that we begi with an injective presen- 
tation 
of P and wish to find a projective presentation. Form in mod /r the 
commutative diagram with exact rows 
where P, Q, P’ and Q’ are projective. Apply the functor Dn to get 
where I= D CdQ, J= D dP, I’ = D de’, and J’ = D dP’. Then, as in 6.3, we 
obtain an exact sequence 
( ) V)L( ) k’)J+F--iO, 
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V= ker[j k’]: JO I’ + J’, 
I/’ = ker k’ 0 I. 
Here a=( , a), where a= [y ;k ] E (v’, V). The morphism /? is determined 
by the element r of D( W, V) which is the image of the map e: (u, II’) + u 
under the sequence of morphisms 
(V, J) + D(P, V) -+ D( w, V). 
6.7. THEOREM. Let F~~rnod A huve minimal injective resolution 
O+F+D(W, )-D(W’, )-+D(w”, )+O. 
Then F has a projective resolutiorl 
O+( ,DTr W)-+( ,DTr W’Ol)-+( ,DTr W”@K)+O, 
inhere Iand K are injective modules in mod A. 
Proof. This is similar to the proof of Theorem 6.4 and is omitted. 
6.8. Remark. Most of the above results hold in rather more generality 
than has been stated. For example, we may replace the field k by a com- 
mutative artin ring R. More generally, we may replace the category mod A 
by an dualizing R-variety (in the sense of [4]) over which functors d, D 
can be defined having the properties mentioned in Section 2. So we 
may replace mod A by m-mod A and obtain almost split sequences in 
m-nz-mod A. However, these are of doubtful utility. 
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